Abstract-The execution of a query in a parallel database machine can be controlled in either a control flow way, or in a data flow way. In the former case a single system node controls the entire query execution. In the latter case the processes that execute the query, although possibly running on different nodes of the system, trigger each other. Lately, many database research projects focus on data flow control since it should enhance response times and throughput. In this paper, we study control versus data flow with regard to controlling the execution of database queries. An analytical model is used to compare control and data flow in order to gain insights into the question which mechanism is better under which circumstances. Also, some systems using data flow techniques are described, and we will investigate to which degree they are really data flow. Our results show that for particular types of queries data flow is very attractive, since it reduces the number of control messages and balances these messages over the nodes.
I. INTRODUCTION HE exploitation of parallelism in a database system
T is different from the use of parallelism in a general purpose computer system. The main reason is that in a database system large amounts of data are involved which makes the distribution of the data across the system nodes of major importance. Whereas in general purpose computer systems parallelism is mainly used for parallel processing, in a database system the large streams of input and output data make the network and the disk I/O the bottleneck, rather than the CPU. As a consequence, the use of parallelism is strongly determined by the communication between the nodes of the system. Also, parallelism will be exploited to enhance parallel disk I/O.
A consensus on parallel and distributed database system architecture has emerged [l] , based on a so-called shared nothing hardware design [2] as shown in Fig. 1 . In a shared nothing system a number of nodes, each having its own processor, memory modules and secondary storage devices, are connected by a local area network (LAN). The only way processors communicate with one another is by sending messages via this interconnection network, i.e., the network Manuscript received February 22, 1991; revised January 9, 1992 is the only device that is shared by the nodes. Often, a distinction is made between nodes that act as a control node and nodes that store the data. The control node is used for accepting the query, storing the database data dictionary, handling transaction management, collecting results, etc. The data nodes perform the input/output of data from/to disk, and execute the database operations. Each data node has its own private disk drive(s). Since the speed of the available disks is low compared with the power of the currently available CPU's, retrieving data from disk may be a severe bottleneck. However, the effective I/O bandwidth can be increased by replacing a large disk drive by number of smaller ones [3] . In a shared nothing database system this principle is implemented as follows. The database data are distributed over the nodes in advance and the I/O bandwidth is increased by simultaneous disk I/Os by the several nodes. In this paper, we will focus on the communication between the nodes of the shared nothing system due to the distribution of the database data and operations over the nodes. Notice that although Fig. 1 shows a single disk per node, in general a small group of disk drives will share the CPU of a node, giving parallel disk 1/0 on a single node as well.
The execution of a query in a parallel database system requires two kinds of messages between the nodes. Data messages are used to transport database data from one node to another. Control messages are used to control and synchronize the query execution and data transports. In general, control messages are small in size. Nevertheless they are important because the message costs will include a length independent cost factor as well. Message costs need to be reduced. For example, in the Direct system [4] , evaluation showed that the time spent passing and handling messages dominated the processing and 1/0 time for some types of queries, including the for database systems very important class of join queries.
In order to reduce the number of messages, some parallel database systems use data flow techniques to control the query execution. Among these systems are Bubba [5] , Gamma [ 6 ] , and Prisma [7] . Comparing a data flow approach in database systems with the traditional control flow approach is the subject of this paper. Our goal is to gain insight into the question whether data flow reduces the communication overhead and, if so, under which circumstances. We entirely focus on the communication aspects, and do not consider local data processing or disk I/O. We assume a shared nothing database system that is symmetric, i.e., each node-to-node message has the same (average) message setup time and the same (average) data transfer rate. Also, we assume a single control node.
We now give an overview of this paper. In Section 11, a typical database query will be used to make intuitively clear the difference between a control and a data flow approach in a shared nothing database system. In Section 111, the difference between control and data flow is described in a more formal way. In Section IV, we introduce an analytical model to compare control and data flow. Using this analytical model, we can evaluate the performance of control and data flow; the results are presented in Section IV as well. As explained before, we concentrate on communication aspects only. Also, we will investigate the question whether the control node will eventually be a bottleneck in the system if the number of nodes is increased. In Section V, some additional performance aspects are examined. In Section VI we show how existing database machines make use of data flow techniques, and we judge to which extent they are really data flow. Finally, in Section VI1 some conclusions are presented.
AN EXAMPLE: EXECUTING THE JOIN OPERATION
Throughout this paper we use the example query of Fig. 2 to investigate the differences between controlling a query in either a control flow or a data flow way. The query concerns a join of two relations. The join is preceded by a selection on the input relations to reduce the sizes of the operands, and followed by a projection in order to put the result in the requested form. The select-join-project sequence is considered as a general basic block from which other database queries can be built, as shown in Fig. 3 . The join is one of the most important relational database operators; it is a time and resource consuming operation, and several strategies for its parallel execution exist [8] . However, the fact that we choose a join instead of whatever other basic database operation is not important with regard to the number and size of network messages, which are our performance indexes.
In this section we use the example query to make the difference between control flow and data flow intuitively clear. In the next section, control and data flow will be more extensively described. A database query can be decomposed into a set of operations, such as select, project and join. Since the output of the one operation may be the input to another one, data dependencies between the operations exist. Therefore, a result relation C t PROJECT F input relation A input relation B Fig. 2 . Query tree for a "basic" join query: a selection on the inputs A and B, a join of these relations, and a final projection to construct the result relation C. query can be represented by a graph showing the data streams, as we showed in Fig. 2 . An operation is executed by a number of processes on different nodes. So a process is a local (i.e., on a single node) action on behalf of an operation.
In the example the relations A and B are joined. Initially, the tuples of these relations have been randomly (but uniformly) distributed over a subset of nodes of the system. Relation A is distributed over N , nodes, relation B over Nb nodes, and N a b nodes of these two groups overlap. The join is executed in parallel on N , nodes, for instance, by using a parallel hash join algorithm [8] . A parallel hash join algorithm applies a hash function on the join attributes of the input relations. For each input tuple, the result of the hash function determines which of the N,. nodes this tuple is sent to. The input relations are (re)distributed over the nodes in such a way that the tuples to be joined are sent to the same node. The join of two large relations is split, in this way, into a number of joins between smaller relations. An arbitrary join algorithm can be used by the N,. nodes to execute their (independent) joins. Obviously, the result relation C will be distributed over these N , nodes. As with NtLb, we use the parameters N,,, Nb,, and Nabr to indicate the number of nodes that contain tuples of the relations A and C, the relations B and C, or all three relations respectively. An overview of all parameters is presented in Table I .
A. Control Flow
If the example query is executed in a control flow way, a single node (the control node) is controlling the entire execution. It starts and synchronizes all processes on all nodes, notices their finishing and takes care of their progress. Fig. 4 shows the entire process. 1) A control message (start-msg) to start the selection is sent by the control node to the nodes that store relation A. The nodes reply with an acknowledgment message (received-uck) , and send another acknowledgment message on having completed the operation (completed-ack).
The former acknowledgement tells the control node that its message has been received and that processing has started. The latter acknowledgement is needed by the control node for synchronization purposes. 2) The same happens for relation B. This step can be executed concurrently with the previous one.
3) The nodes that store relation A are asked (start-msg) to distribute the selection result over the N , nodes the join has to be executed on. Again, acknowledgments are sent for receipt and completion. Each data message (datumsg) is answered with an acknowledgment for receipt as well.
4)
The same happens for relation B. This step can be executed concurrently with the previous one. 5) After completion of the preceding steps, the control node asks the N, nodes to join the relation fragments they received (again using the same communication protocol). 6 ) Finally, after completion of the previous step, the control node asks the nodes that store relation C to execute the projection. A more detailed communication schema is presented in Fig.   5 for Na=Nb=N,=2, Nab=Nbc=l and Na,=O. Probably not all data that have to be sent from one node to another fit in a single data message. We assume X , and Xb data messages are needed per data transfer from one node to another while redistributing relation A respectively B. From Fig. 5 the total numbers of messages involved can easily be derived. Table   I1 shows the results. The total number of control messages, Xcoatro~-msg, is the sum of all start-msg, received-ack and completed-ack. The total number of data messages, Xdata-msg, is the sum of all data-msg. Notice that the acknowledgements of data messages are rated among the control messages. 
B. Data Flow
With a data flow execution strategy there is no central control node. Rather, the processes that executed a previous operation in the query tree start the execution of the next operation in the query tree. That is, the processes on the nodes wait for input messages to arrive, start execution if the input data are available, and send output messages to other processes at other nodes. Fig. 6 shows the resulting messages for our example query.
1) The control node starts the selection on the nodes that store relation A. The nodes reply with an acknowledgment message for having received the control message.
2) The same happens for the nodes that store relation B.
3) After having completed the selection on relation A, the nodes distribute their result tuples over the nodes the join has to be executed on. Acknowledgments are sent for each data message.
4) The same happens for the nodes that store relation B. 5) As soon as the input relations are available, a join is performed on each of the N , nodes on which the result relation C will be generated. These nodes have to know what to do with a message when it arrives. We come to this later. 6) Finally, these N , nodes apply a projection on the join result and send a completion message to the control node. Fig. 7 gives a more detailed look on the communication pattern, again for Na=Nb=N,=2, Nab=Nbc=l and Na,=O. The total number of messages is presented in Table 111 . 
CONTROL FLOW VERSUS DATA FLOW
The concepts control flow and data flow were originally introduced by the processor architecture designers. In general, three kinds of computer architectures are distinguished [9]. In the traditional von Neumann computer architecture the instructions in a program are executed in a sequence controlled by a program counter. In a data driven computer architecture an instruction is triggered by the availability of its operands. Finally, in a demand driven computer architecture the requirement for a result triggers the program that will generate it. The term control flow is used for the traditional sequential von Neumann architectures in which the data passively reside in memory while there is a single thread of control that is passed from instruction to instruction. The term data flow is used for those data driven models of computation in which the data are active and flow asynchronously through the program, activating an instruction when all the required input data have arrived. Data flow programs are usually described in terms of directed graphs which illustrate the flow of data between the program instructions. The main features of data flow include a direct passing of data between instructions, the consumption of data by instructions (values are not reused), the absence of shared data and the equivalence of flows of control and data.
Like in computer architectures, we can distinguish between control and data flow in parallel database systems as well. The notions of control flow and data flow refer to the way in which parallel database queries are scheduled and controlled.
Control pow: With control flow, there is, for each database query, a single control node that controls all processes related to this query. Remember that a query consists of several operations. A single operation will be executed by several processes, with each process executing on a different node. The control node starts all these processes, takes care of their synchronization, notices their finishing, etc. All control tasks related to scheduling and executing the database query are performed by the control node. The information required for query processing is either sent to the nodes by the control node at run-time, or is available on the nodes in advance. Notice that if the order in which the operations have to be executed is specified by the query, we always have control flow.' Data pow: With a data flow query execution, there is no centralized control to distribute computation and to supervise the progress of individual processing elements. The processes on the different nodes trigger each other by sending data messages to each other. As soon as enough input is available, a process starts execution. Since each node of the system has to know what to do with a data message (on arrival), the required process information and programs must either be available on the nodes in advance or flow with the data along the nodes. Each node is partly control node because it will control remote processes "further on" in the query graph of data dependent operations. A data flow control mechanism is always data driven since the availability of the input data determines the order in which database operations are executed. Data flow is extremely well suited for using pipelining [ 101.
In database machines, control flow is the traditional approach. Recently, data flow techniques have been introduced in some parallel database systems in order to achieve a high degree of parallelism with a minimum of control overhead. We compare several of these machines in Section VI. Note that, with regard to our definition, it is not always clear whether a machine either is control flow or data flow. For example, in an in-between database system there might be several control nodes. Or, a data flow approach becomes very similar to a control flow approach if a central node is consulted for load balancing or synchronization purposes. We will assume that, with both control flow and data flow, all query and process information is known to all nodes in advance. Therefore data and control messages are only used for sending database data, starting operations or returning acknowledgments.
Iv. ANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF THE COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE

A. Introduction to the Results
The total communication costs C c o m m u n z c a t z o n are the sum of two factors: the number of messages to be sent Xmsg times the message startup costs C m s g -s t a r t u p -t a m e plus the total amount of data to be sent Adata-amount times the communication costs per byte Cmsg-transfer-rate.
C c o m m u n a c a t a o n C m s g -s t a r t u p t a m e * X m s g
+ C m s g -t r a n s f er-rate * /\data-amount .
( 1) The total number of messages is the sum of the number of control (Xcontrol-msg) and data messages ( X d a t a -m s g ) . For our example query, the equations to obtain those numbers are shown in Tables I1 and I11 for control and data flow respectively. The total amount of data to be shipped over the network is equal to the number of control messages times their size Scontrol-msg plus the database data that is transferred between the nodes. In the example query, the relations A and B are redistributed. The amount of data involved is equal to the number of tuples in these relations (E,, E b ) times their size (L,, L b ) . Because some tuples remain at the same node if either N,, or N b c is not equal to zero, the number of tuples has to be multiplied with a correcting factor. Moreover this corrected number has to be integer valued, which is realised with a ceiling function [ 1.
While redistributing relation A, all N, nodes divide their fragment into N, pieces and send each piece to one of the N, nodes concerned. Thus the number of tuples to transfer from one node to another will be equal to r E a / N , * Ncl.
Possibly, the entire node-to-node data message does not fit in a single network message. Suppose a single node-to-node data message consists of several packets. We use the notation X , respectively x b to indicate the number of packets per node-tonode data message while redistributing relation A or relation B. If the maximum size of such a data packet is S d a t a -m s g , 'However, the converse is not true: if we have control flow, the execution order of the processes is not necessarily determined by the query. For instance, with control flow all processes report their progress to the control node, whereupon the control node decides what to do. So the execution order of the processes might be data driven, rather than determined by the query.
we get An overview of all parameters and their settings was shown in Table I . Let us now comment on the default values of the parameters. Analogous to the Wisconsin benchmark [ 121, we suppose that the relations which are actually joined (relations A and B after selection) contain 10000 respectively 1000 tuples of 182 byte each. The result (relation C after projection) is 1000 tuples of 182 byte. A control message is small (4 byte), a single data message can contain up to 8 Kbyte2 The values for Cmsg-startup-time and C m s g -t r a n s f e r -r a t e have been based on the Amoeba distributed operating system3 [12] . The total costs are expressed in a response time (ms).
The communication characteristics of the example querydepend on the values of N,, Nb and N,. We will examine the results for three "typical" cases ( N is the total number of nodes):
2E.g., under SUN OS 3.5 UNlX the standard SUN RPC is limited to 8
Kbyte. An 8 Kbyte message is typical for reading a medium-sized file from a remote file server.
In the starfish project, Amoeba is used as a base to experiment with, Nonparallel: If N,=Nb=N,=l and Nab=N,,=Nb,=o the relations are each clustered on a separate single node. The join is executed on a single node as well. It is a "typical" case with little communication. Moreover, a constant number of nodes (three nodes and a control node) is involved with the execution of the query. Parallel Processing: if Na=Nb=l, Nc=N, Nab=O and NaC=Nbc=1 the input relations are initially stored on a single node but the join is executed in parallel by all nodes. For the example query, the number of node-to-node data communication links increases linearly with N . Completely Distributed: If N , =Nb=N,= Nab= N,,=Nb,=N the tuples of all relations (A, B, and C) are distributed over all nodes in the system. The join is executed in parallel on all nodes. It is a "typical" case with much communication. For the example query, the number of node-to-node data exchanges increases with N in a quadratic way. Fig. 8 shows the total communication costs for the example query, using our default values and varying the parameter N in the three typical cases. The parameter N is plotted as a continuous variable. The saw-tooth effect which sometimes shows up in the plots is due to the ceiling functions. Notice the different vertical scaling in the figure!
B. Results for Valying the Number of Nodes
In the "nonparallel" case, the total communication costs are constant for both control and data flow. A control flow approach uses a few more messages. However, these extra messages are unimportant compared with the total number of messages.
In the "parallel processing" case, the total number of control messages is O ( N ) with both a control and a data flow approach. Nevertheless, a control flow approach uses far more control messages than a data flow approach. When N becomes large ( N + 30, and therefore xu and Xb -1) a control flow approach uses approximately SN, and a data flow approach 3N control messages. Thus, for large N the number of control messages with data flow is only 3 / 8 = 37.5% of the corresponding number with control flow. The number of data messages is equal in both cases and approaches 2N for large N (the two relations are distributed over all nodes). So for the total number of messages4
This explains why in Fig. 8 the data flow J control flow graph is a monotonic decreasing function in the "parallel processing" case. So, for large N data flow becomes profitable.
Considering the relation sizes as constant, we find for the total communication costs (see (7) at the bottom of this page): Depending on the parameter settings, the value for this expression lies between 37.5% and 50%. Using our default values we get 0.4996, that is 50%. Finally, in the "completely distributed" case, the total number ofcontrol messages is O ( N 2 ) with both a control and a data flow approach. However, a careful analysis of the formulas shows that in both cases the number of control messages is As explained before, we focus on network aspects and do not consider local data processing or disk I/O. In the entire communication process, the control node plays a central role. Therefore, with regard to our performance index, the control node is a potential bottleneck in the system. Moreover, a single control node may control several queries. Since these queries may each use the data stored on different (and possibly disjunct) subsets of the set of all nodes, it is even more evident that the control node may be a potential bottleneck. In this section we want to investigate under which circumstances a control node becomes a bottleneck.
We may count the total number of messages that is sent or received by the control node. For the example query we get (see the Figs. 5 and 7): Fig. 9 shows the number of messages handled by the control node divided by the expected value for the number of messages that is handled by "the average node" (including the control node). That is, the first two columns of divided by the figure show Xmsg ), with the resulting equation shown in (10) below.
In the "nonparallel" case the number of messages handled by the control node is constant. Since the same holds for the total number of messages, the control nodes handles a constant percentage of all messages. This is true for both a control and a data flow approach. Moreover, the control node is no bottleneck at all. It handles even less than 10% of the number of messages handled by the average node. This is obvious since the other two nodes, which store relation A and B, are busy with data messages. Actually, it makes no sense to vary N in this case, because only three nodes are used.
In the "parallel processing" case, and in particular with control flow, the control node will be a serious bottleneck. There are two important observations. First, the larger N the busier the control node as compared with the other nodes. 
lim Ccommunacataon -( 3 + 2) * Cmsg-startup-tame + 3 * Scontrol-msg * c m s g -t r a n s f e r -r a t e ( 8 + 2 ) * Cmsg-startup-tame + 8 * Scontrol-msg * C m s g -t r a n s f e r -r a t e This brings us to our second observation: a data flow approach may considerably reduce the load on the control node. For our example query, the control node becomes already busier than the average node for N 2 12 with control flow (in Fig. 9 : the " X value for which "Y=l"). For data flow the breakpoint at which the control node becomes busier than the average node is at N 2 32. 
Finally, in the "completely distributed" case the number of messages handled by the control node is O ( N ) . Since the total number of messages is U ( N 2 ) , E( XKignode) is O( N ) as well
D. The Effect of Parameter Settings
So far we have varied only the number of nodes and have chosen default values for all other parameters. The choice of the system and relation parameters can, of course, lead to infinite debate. One might say that in a "real" database system the communication would be faster, but then the tuples would be larger and there would be more of them. It is hard to say what effect it has. For this reason, we do the analytical evaluation for several different sets of system parameters and database sizes so that the influence of the parameter settings can be assessed. The Tables IV-VI11 give the results for taking the default value for all parameters but one, and changing this single parameter. The default value for N is 20 nodes.
The tables show the total communication costs C c o m m z l n z c a t z o n , expressed in ms.
From the tables we may draw some interesting conclusions. The larger Cmsg-startup-tzme and/or the smaller Cmsg-trans jer-rate the more important the number of messages as compared with the amount of data to be transported. As a consequence data flow becomes a little more attractive (Table IV-V) . Data flow reduces the number of control messages whereas the data transports remain identical. In particular when there are many messages, such as in the completely distributed case, this effect is large. The same kind of effect shows up if E,, the number of tuples in the result relation, is increased (Table VI) . Then the data messages become larger thus data flow is less interesting. Notice that if the relations are large, the total response time may be entirely determined by the data transmissions. That is, CcommzLnzcatzon becomes proportional to E,. In particular this holds for the "nonparallel case," in which there are not many messages. Table VI1 shows that the size of the control messages is not very important. For control messages the message setup costs out-weight the transfer costs, making their number more important than their size. Finally, Table VI11 shows that larger data message packets means less data messages thus lower total communication costs. Because the total communication costs with data flow are lower as compared with control flow, such a constant reduction in costs is relatively seen more attractive to data flow. Also, a large value of Sdata-msg is most profitable if the data messages are large, like in the nonparallel case.
E. Conclusions
From the preceding subsections, we may conclude that the number of control messages is reduced by using a data flow approach instead of a control flow approach. With control flow, start messages and acknowledgments for receipt and completion are sent or received by the control node for each process on each node. With data flow the control node only starts the leaf processes. As much as possible, the data messages that have to be sent anyway are used to initiate other processes. However, the number of data messages is not reduced by using data flow because we still have the same data streams. Scaling up the system to tens or hundreds of nodes shows that, although data flow always reduces the number of control messages, data flow is not in all circumstances of very much help. Without parallelism, the reduction in communication costs is minimal. Also, if larger groups of nodes are exchanging many data, the data communication is S ( N 2 ) and dominates the control message savings for large N . However, if the total number of messages is O ( N ) , such as in the described "parallel processing" case, data flow becomes very attractive. For this case data flow not only reduces the network load, but also might prevent the control node from becoming a bottleneck. In particular, data flow becomes advantageous if the fixed cost term (the message setup costs) is large as compared with the per-byte cost term for a message.
Finally, we noticed that for the control messages the message size is not very important. For the data messages, a larger message packet size is advantageous if the data messages are either very large in size, or, compared with the number of control messages, large in number.
So far, we only paid attention to our example query. As explained before, this example query is a kind of building block for other queries. Fig. 3 shows how three of these blocks can form a new database query. We give some comments on such composed queries. Instead of reporting their finishing to the control node, intermediate operations trigger other data operations on arbitrary nodes. With data flow this saves the control node some messages. Also, rather than each time redistributing both input relations, the next join might sometimes be executed where a previous result was generated, saving some data messages (thus making control messages relatively more important). It is hard to say how the relation between control and data flow is influenced. Still the same conclusions seem to hold, although data flow is likely to become somewhat more attractive.
V. ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE ASPECTS
OF CONTROL VERSUS DATA FLOW Except for the required number of messages, there are many other issues that distinguish between control and data flow. In this section we will focus on three problems that are solved differently for the two approaches. First the problem of how to discover node failures. Second the problem that nodes have to know which other nodes to send data to or to receive data from, what to do with the messages that arrive, etc. The solutions for control and data flow might have different complexity. Finally the exploitation of parallelism, and in particular pipelining. These three problems have in common that they influence the number of messages.
A. Node Failures
Suppose a node goes down. How do the remaining nodes discover that this particular node went down? With a control flow approach the control node can localize a node failure since it does not receive an acknowledgment m e~s a g e .~ With a data flow approach, there is no centralized control node to detect where the data streams have stopped. When a processor goes down, some other nodes may wait an indefinite period of time for a data message. It will not be detected that a previous node in the data flow chain has gone down. Some solutions to this problem are: 1) Participating processes may send synchronization or progression messages to the control/start node of the data flow program so that this node can keep track of the progress of all participants. In a simple implementation, each participating process might send a separate message to the control node on completion. In many cases, however, there might be a single node that knows that all processes executing on behalf of an operation have finished. For instance, several processes might send their results to a single node. Then a single message may confirm the completion of a group of processes. Moreover, these progression messages need not to be sent after each operation, but could, e.g., only be sent 5Except, of course, a failure of the control node itself.
when particular land-marks in the query execution have been reached. 2 ) When a node has finished its processing and sends the result data to the next node, it may send a completed-ack to the preceding node. This preceding node might use some kind of time-out mechanism to detect a "possible" node failure. All solutions require additional messages and therefore the savings of data flow as compared with control flow partly fade away. Nevertheless, such additional messages to trace the progress of the data flow programs may be useful or even required, not only to handle node failures, but also, e.g., to abort a data flow program. How much of the savings are lost again depends on the queries and their implementation. However, in general the overhead can be restricted to a minimum number of messages, as will be shown in the next example.
In the example query (Fig. 2) three groups of nodes are involved, namely the subsets of nodes where the relations A, B, and C are stored. Suppose we use the first strategy for reporting progress to the control node. It seems to be a good idea that as soon as a group of nodes finishes its processing a message will be sent to the control node. So if the N, (respectively Nb) nodes are ready and handle over the query execution to the N, nodes the control node will be notified. In the "nonparallel"
and "parallel processing" cases Nu =Nb=l. Only two control messages are needed. In the completely distributed case all Nu (respectively Nb) nodes send data to all N , nodes on completion. So a single node of the latter group knows the status of all N , (respectively Nb) nodes as soon as it has received all its input. So it can report the control node about this status in a single message or in a single message per group of nodes that has finished.
B. Complexity
One might ask whether the query scheduling and execution with data flow are more complex than with control flow. Certainly control flow is more straightforward since all processes are centrally controlled. A distributed control mechanism (as with data flow) seems more complicated. A node has to know what to do with a data message on arrival, from which other nodes to expect data, and to which nodes to send the results. All this information has to come along with the messages or has to be available on the node in advance.
For example, when executing a sequence of joins in a control flow way, the control node will each time explicitly tell the nodes how to redistribute the tuples of the result relation over the nodes. With data flow the control node only initiates the leaf processes and then the redistribution of results, the initiation of next operations, etc., must be evident. Thus more information has to be passed on from node to node with the data (otherwise it has to be known by the nodes in advance). Fortunately, from our results we expect that a slight increase in the control message size or in the amount of data to be transported is not very expensive. Notice that, although intermediate results might be empty, with data flow it is necessary to send all messages since otherwise other nodes might keep waiting for them. This is not so efficient.
C. Pipelining
Finally, there seems to be another important advantage of data flow. With control flow we have a centrally organized control and synchronization mechanism for the query. This makes control flow somewhat sequential by nature. For example, with our example query the control node will first initiate the selections, then order a data redistribution and only after that start the local joins. Data flow, however, is always data driven and the nodes will start the execution of an operator after having received the input data. Since nodes may start the processing as soon as only some input data is available, data flow is a natural way to exploit pipelining Using pipelining does not reduce the number of messages. On the contrary, with pipelining the trend is to send several smaller messages instead of one larger. Nevertheless, pipelining has some big advantages. The messages will be more equally distributed over the time. Also, response times are reduced since the degree of parallelism is increased: data dependent operations are executed simultaneously rather than one after another.
VI. SHARED NOTHING DATA FLOW DATABASE MACHINES
In this section some shared nothing database machines using data flow techniques are described. We concentrate on the number of control messages only. Data transfer has been left out in order to abstract from hardware specific communication features. The number of control messages for several existing database machines was determined as accurate as possible, using papers about these machines. Reasonable assumptions have been made if some machine features have not been clear to us. Formulas for the number of control messages for our example query are presented. From these formulas we want to judge to which extent these systems resemble "pure" data flow. For each system, we use values for N,, Nb, and N , that can be described as default values for the particular system. Notice that, since each system has its own default values, the comparison is somewhat distorted.
A. Bubba
In Bubba [5], a query (called transaction program) consists of a number of operations (called components). An operation is a program which accesses at most one base relation. The output of an operation may be the input for other operations. In this way data flow dependencies between the operations are established. As relations may be horizontally partitioned and distributed over several nodes, an operation consists of several processes (called threads), one at each node a part of the corresponding relation has been stored on.
A Bubba design principle is to perform work involving database data at those physical nodes upon which the data resides [13]. Therefore data placement is very important. If it is not possible to execute where the data has been stored, a minimum amount of data is shipped between the nodes. The global directory, which is replicated on all nodes, knows how the tuples of each relation have been partitioned across the nodes (by a hash-or range partitioning).
With our example query, Bubba will execute the join on the Na nodes that store relation A since relation A is the larger relation. Assuming that relation A has already been hash-or range partitioned on the join attribute (if not, more messages will be required), our example query will be processed as follows:
1) The query controller (process at the control node) starts the selections on the relations A and B (Na+Nb sturtmsg, Na+Nb received-ack). 2 ) Since we assumed that (after the selections) relation A is larger in size than relation B, the join will be executed at the nodes relation A has been stored on.
The relevant data of relation B will be sent to these received-ack).
3) The join is performed at the N , relevant nodes and the completion is reported to the control node ( N , receivedack). Equation ( However, to determine (at run-time, because it is data dependent) which processes of one operation have to send data to which processes of the next operation, or to ascertain whether a process has received all its input messages, possibly more control messages may be required [14]. The whole process of coordinating these sends and receives between processes is referred to by the Bubba implementors as data flow control. If each sender knows which processes to send data to, the problem is that a receiver process has to start its execution only after having received all its input messages. Three solutions to this problem are proposed by Bubba: 1) Using a control node. All senders tell this node to which nodes they have sent data. The control node tells the receivers (a single message) from which nodes to expect data. 2) Letting each (potential) sender send a (data) message to all receivers, even if some nodes have no data to send. The receivers have to be known to all senders in this case. 3) Sending all the data via a single node that re-bundles the data and forwards it to the receivers that each receive a single message. We chose the second solution, which is, according to our notions, the "most data flow" one. The two other solutions rather go the way of control flow since local control flow mechanisms are used to make sender nodes known to receiver nodes at run-time.
B. Gamma
In Gamma [4], [6] , the control node (called scheduler) sends a control message to start a process on a node. The process replies with a message to identify itself. Once this process starts to execute, it reads tuples from its input stream, operates on the tuples and sends result tuples to other processes. When a process detects the end of its input stream, a control message is sent to the control node indicating that it has completed execution. With the exception of these three control messages, the execution of a process is completely selfscheduling. Therefore, the total number of control messages is approximately equal to three times the number of operators in the query times the number of processes used to execute each operator.
The Gamma database machine uses processors with and without disk. The processors with disk are used for data storage. Relations are horizontally partitioned across a number of these disk drives. The processors without disk are used for (parallel) processing. Parallel algorithms based on hashing are used to implement joins. Half the number of nodes in the system have a disk drive connected to it. In general, the relations A and B are distributed over all disk drives (that is Na=Nb=Nab=0.5N) and the join is performed on all nodes without disks (NC=0.5N, N,,=Nb,=o) . Assuming that all data messages are answered with an acknowledgment, our example query will be processed in Gamma as follows:
1) The control node initiates the building phase of the parallel hash join ( N , start-msg, N, received-ack): the N , nodes that have to execute the join are prepared to receive tuples of the inner relation B and to hash them into an in-memory hash table. 2) The select is started for the inner relation (Nb start-msg, Nb received-ack). Intermediate result tuples will be sent to the nodes the join is performed on (XbNbN, datamsg, XbNbN, received-ack). After having completed the selection, the Nb nodes send a message (Nb completedack) to the control node that they have finished. After having processed the received tuples, the N , nodes end the building phase ( N , completed-ack).
3) The control node initiates the probing phase at the N , nodes that execute the join ( N c start-msg, no acknowledgments are required since the processes' identities are known and need not to be replied). 4) The select is started for the outer relation ( N , start-msg, Na received-ack). After having sent the intermediate results to the nodes that execute the join ( X a N , N , data-msg, X , Na Nc received-ack), the N , nodes that performed the selection reply to the control node with a done message ( N , completed-ack). 5) After having processed all received tuples of the outer relation the probing phase is ended ( N , completed-ack).
Meanwhile the result has been constructed (inclusive projection). Gamma uses some control messages for scheduling pur-
C. Prisma
In Prisma [15] , queries are represented by a tree (like Fig. 2 ). The nodes in this query tree represent operations, the arcs represent data streams. All operations are executed in a pipelined way: as soon as some input is available processing starts. Due to horizontal fragmentation of relations or due to parallelism, an operation in this query tree may be executed by a number of processes (called one-fragment managers). Processes to execute operations on base relation fragments are created at system startup. Processes handling intermediate results are created at run-time by a control node (called transaction manager). Each process has its private processor and handles exactly one relation fragment (that is Nab=Nac=Nbc=O). Assuming that all data messages are answered with an acknowledgment, our example query will be processed as follows:
1) The control node starts the selection on relation A ( N , start-msg, N , received-ack), starts the selection on relation B (Nb start-msg, Nb received-ack) and initiates the processes that have to execute the parallel join ( N , start-msg, N , received-ack). 2) Intermediate results of the selections on relation A are sent, in a pipelined way, to the N , nodes that execute the join ( X a N a N , data-msg, X,NaNc received-ack).
The same happens for relation B (XbNbN, data-msg, xb Nb N , received-ack).
3) Meanwhile the result is generated and the control node is notified when a node is ready ( N , received-ack). Once the query has been initialized, it is executed in a completely pipelined data flow way. The total number of control messages for our example query is Prisma Xcontrol-msg = 2Na+aNb+3Nc+XaNaN,+XbN6N,.
D. Conclusion
We compared Bubba, Gamma, and Prisma with pure control flow and pure data flow. The results are shown in Fig. 10 . For each system we chose a characteristic allocation for the relations A, B, and C. For X , and xb we took our default values (which are dependent of N ) . Since all systems use different allocation and execution strategies, it is properly speaking not fair to compare them, but let us nevertheless try to draw some conclusions. Due to the central scheduling Gamma most resembles control flow. Prisma has many characteristics of pure data flow. With Bubba the communication is the least. It is even better than with pure data flow. However, it is a main design principle in Bubba to execute the database queries where the data lives. Therefore relation A has not been redistributed. This fact makes the results deceiving.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
poses. However, the exchange of data between the nodes is "self-scheduling.'' For our example query we get
In this paper we compared control and data flow techniques for database systems. With a control flow approach a single control node is controlling the execution of an entire database query. It knows where the data are allocated and schedules all processes involved with the query. With a data flow approach the processes on the nodes trigger each other by sending data messages to each other. We introduced the terms control = 3Na +3Nb+5N,+XaNaN,+XbNbN, . (12) Notice that Gamma sends more data messages than Bubba. Therefore, more acknowledgment messages (control messages!) are sent as well. and data flow for databases and analytically analyzed the performance of a theoretical control or data flow system. Also, we compared these theoretical systems with existing database systems that claim to be data flow. A general conclusion is that the number of control messages is reduced by using data flow. Therefore, the communication costs are reduced at the expense of an increase in local CPU costs, since each node has to handle some query control tasks. In particular, data flow is attractive if 1) parallelism is exploited and 2 ) we do not have a large subset of nodes that all redistribute their data over another large subset of nodes, meanwhile dominating the entire communication pattern with the data messages involved. A frequently appearing situation in which data flow is attractive is a parallel join of two centrally stored relations. In general, the queries that are most favored by a data flow approach have a total number of messages that is O ( N ) . The advantage is largest if N is large (220).
B U B B A
Since a fixed-capacity control node will eventually bottleneck the system as the number of processors is increased, the control node is a potential bottleneck if the system is scaled to hundreds of nodes. A data flow approach helps to solve this bottleneck. The number of messages is reduced and the messages are more equally distributed over the nodes. Therefore, the system may be better scaled and thus allows a much higher degree of parallelism. However, if for whatever reason the data messages become dominant, a data flow approach will not help very much because still the same data transports between the nodes are needed. The latter situation often occurs if the total number of messages is O ( N 2 ) . Then data flow is only worthwhile if N is not too large (120).
Data flow is a natural way to exploit pipelining and therefore offers the opportunity to further reduce a communication bottleneck by spreading the network load over the time. But parallelism with data flow means more asynchronous activity, more competition for a processor and a higher protocol complexity. How to exploit parallelism while using data flow needs further research. Actually, most data flow database systems have some control flow characteristics. Perhaps an in-between of data flow and control flow (with several control nodes) is the best system. Another problem (and further research issue) may be how to keep the data allocation information known to all nodes. In particular, the allocation of temporary results created at run time and stored over multiple nodes has to be known to possibly all nodes.
